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Light-scattering measurement of the nematic correlation length in a liquid crystal
with quenched disorder
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We have studied a composite system formed by a nematic thermotropic liquid crystal in which small silica
particles have been dispersed. The colloids are aggregated and exert a randomizing effect on the nematic
structure. The distorted pattern of the optical axis gives rise to a strong optical turbidityt. We have measured
t as a function of the silica concentrationF and of the temperatureT in both the isotropic and nematic phase.
We have found that, at fixedT, t has a maximum as a function ofF, and that, upon changingF, the whole
shape oft(T) drastically transforms. We have devised a model to describe the scattering of light from a
distorted uniaxial system. The model has been developed both in the Born approximation and in the anomalous
diffraction approximation, the two regimes which cover the broad range of experimental conditions. The
family of t(T) curves experimentally obtained at differentF’s is remarkably well described by the theoretical
model, using as the only fitting parameter the correlation lengthz. We have found that, upon decreasingF, the
nematic correlation length diverges as a power law ofF. We compare the exponent of the power law with the
prediction of the Imry-Ma theory of phase behavior in disordered systems, and we discuss the connection
betweenz and the fractal correlation length of the silica aggregates.@S1063-651X~98!14802-X#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Eb, 64.70.Md, 82.70.Gg, 78.35.1c
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nematic liquid crystals containing dispersed colloidal p
ticles, sometimes called ‘‘filled nematics’’~FN!, are attract-
ing a growing interest in soft condensed matter physics,
have been the subject of a few different experimental stu
@1,2#. Their interest is both fundamental and applicative. T
fundamental physical interest of FN is connected to the st
of phase transitions in the presence of controllable quenc
disorder, which constitutes a kind of novel thermodynami
variable. Phase diagrams of liquid crystal~LC! as a function
of the ‘‘disorder density’’ have already been theoretica
introduced@3#. The fact that the amount of quenched diso
der can be experimentally controlled in a FN has been cle
demonstrated by studying the calorimetric behavior at b
the isotropic to nematic and nematic to smectic-A phase tran-
sitions: critical exponents, latent heat, finite size round
effects, all depend on the concentration of silica particles
continuous fashion@2#. The applicative interest stems from
the fact that the strong optical opacity of the FN can
suppressed by the application of an external electric fi
which couples with the nematic director and forces an ov
all alignment of the LC overriding the quenched disord
This forced alignment persists, as a metastable state,
when the field is removed. The scattering state can be re
duced by locally heating the system over the clearing te
perature and then letting it go back to the nematic phase@1#.

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Add
correspondence to Dipartimento di Elettronica, Universita` di Pavia,
via Ferrata 1, 27100 Pavia, Italy.
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This phenomenon has been exploited to realize prototype
reversible optical memories, whose readability is a con
quence of the difference in the total scattering between
oriented phase and the distorted nematic phase.

We have studied a liquid crystal in which we have d
persed small silica particles commercially available in po
der form~Aerosil!. When these particles are dispersed in t
LC in concentrations above the fraction of percent, they
gregate and form gel-like structures@1#. The LC molecules
in contact with the silica surface experience a local fie
which usually strongly favors an alignment parallel to t
interface@4#. Since the aggregated colloids have a rand
structure, such a local field has an overall randomizing eff
on the nematic director. A randomizing field fixed in spac
depending neither on temperature nor on the phase struc
of the LC, such as the one described here, is generally
ferred to as ‘‘quenched disorder.’’ The structure of the ne
atic phase in the composite LC-Aerosil system is then
consequence of a compromise between the quenched d
der provided by the silica particles and the elastic fo
which tends to minimize the distortions of the nematic dire
tor. The result is a disordered nematic phase, in which
orientation of the nematic director, and hence of the opti
axis, is continuously distorted as a function of the position
the system. The quality of the local orientational order, e
pressed by the local nematic order parameter, is presum
constant, since the distortions induced by the silica partic
have a spatial range much larger than the molecular size

The composite LC-Aerosil system we have studied is
weak scatterer when the LC is in the isotropic phase,
becomes highly opaque~much more than the bulk nematic!
when the LC is in the nematic phase. Due to the large b
fringence of the nematic phase, the spatial fluctuations in
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57 2997LIGHT-SCATTERING MEASUREMENT OF THE NEMATIC . . .
orientation of the optical axis strongly scatter light. Meas
ing the turbidity is then a way to quantitatively evaluate t
nematic distortions.
This work focuses on the measurement of the nematic
relation lengthz in the FN, i.e., the correlation length for th
spatial fluctuations in the nematic orientation. As discus
below, in our systemz can also be defined as one-third of t
correlation length for the director autocorrelation functi
g(R) which is assumed to be exponential:

g~R!5^n~r !•n~r1R!&5exp~2R/3z!, ~1!

wheren(r ) is the unit vector representing the nematic dire
tor at a given positionr , R5uRu. ^ & indicates averaging
over ther position. We assume thatg(R) is isotropic. This is
reasonable, given the isotropic nature of the quenched d
der produced in the system.

z is a quantity of key importance for the understanding
the phase transition in the presence of disorder.z is in fact a
direct measure of the ‘‘resistance’’ or the ‘‘stability’’ of th
nematic phase to the presence of quenched disorder. In
ciple, z can be larger than the typical length over which t
disordering structure is correlated. The study of the dep
dence ofz on the density of disorder may constitute an e
perimental verification of the Imry-Ma argument@5#, a cor-
nerstone in the statistical physics of disordered syste
Moreover, as far as applications are concerned, both the
tical turbidity, and therefore the contrast of the FN applic
tions, and the electric field threshold for switching depe
on z.

In the work presented here, we have measured the op
turbidity t of a FN as a function of the volume fractionF of
the dispersed silica particles and of the temperatureT. We
have devised a model suitable to describe the scatterin
light from a distorted uniaxial system. The model has be
developed both in the Born approximation and in the anom
lous diffraction approximation, the two regimes encounte
under the experimental conditions. Our model describes
markably well the family oft(T) curves experimentally ob
tained for different values ofF. We show that the measure
ment of the optical turbidityt of a FN as a function of
temperatureT enables us to derive with good precision t
value of the nematic correlation length. The observed dep
dence ofz on F is discussed in terms of the fractal properti
of the silica gel and of available theoretical results on
effect of disorder on phase transitions.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the experiment and present the results. Sections III and
are devoted to the light-scattering models, developed, res
tively, in the Born approximation and in the anomalous d
fraction approximation. In Sec. V we compare the expe
mental results to the models, derivingz for the different
samples used in the experiment and discussing the sc
behavior we find. In Sec. VI we state our conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS

The experiment was performed with the thermotropic l
uid crystal hexacyanobiphenyl~6CB!. 6CB is a well charac-
terized LC@6#. Its phase diagram exhibits isotropic (I ), nem-
atic (N), and crystal (X) phases as follows:
-
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X ——→
TXN514.5 °C

N ——→
TNI528.8 °C

I .

In the nematic phase the molecules display a long ra
orientational order along a common direction, named
nematic director. The onset of a preferential direction for
molecular axis makes the nematic phase anisotropic in
most relevant physical properties. Optically, the nema
phase can be described as a uniaxial material, havin
temperature-dependent birefringence@7#. We call mi and
m' , respectively, the refractive indices parallel and perp
dicular to the nematic directorn. The birefringence, defined
asDm5mi2m' , upon lowering the temperature has a d
continuous increase at the first-order transition tempera
TNI to a value aboutDm50.10. By further loweringT, Dm
continuously grows and reaches a value ofDm50.16 when
T5TXN @6~a!#. Apart from a small temperature interva
aroundTNI , the birefringence of the nematic phase can u
ally be described by using the phenomenological expres
Dm5Dm0(TNI2T)b @8#. In the case of bulk 6CB, we hav
fitted the data presented in Ref.@6~a!# and found Dm0
50.107 andb50.166.

The samples have been prepared by dispersing Deg
Aerosil R812 silica nanoparticles in the 6CB. The Aero
R812 is a colloid with a globular shape, its size distributi
for the diameter is peaked at 7 nm and presents a half-w
of about 2 nm@9#. The Aerosil colloids are produced unde
flame in the form of powder and used industrially as thic
eners. We have chosen the Aerosil R812 because it is tre
to lower the concentration of silanol groups on the surfa
and therefore to reduce its hydrophilic character. This fa
according to our experience, increases the stability of the
mixture, especially at low concentrations of silica.

The samples have been prepared both by direct disper
and by dispersion in an intermediate solvent which was s
sequentely evaporated at a temperature aboveTNI. The vol-
ume fraction of silica particle used in our experiment cov
the range 0.009–0.25. To check whether the silica partic
in the LC are aggregated, we have performed dynamic lig
scattering measurements in the isotropic phase. We h
found indeed that the measured translational diffusion co
ficient corresponds to that of a 10mm diameter aggregate
For the present work, which does not deal with the phys
of the dispersion, but is instead focused on the resulting
torted uniaxial structure, what is important is the fact that
Aerosil is aggregated in some sort of colloidal gel, and the
fore presumably does not appreciably change its struc
when the LC undergoes a phase transformation.

The experiments have been performed by putting
samples into thin cells made with semioptical glass, trea
on the surface so as to favor perpendicular alignment of
molecules. We have used cells having thicknessd520 and
50 mm, depending on the value oft.

In order to measure the transmitted intensity, we ha
used a standard procedure, i.e., we have illuminated the
cell by a He-Ne laser expanded beam and we have tig
selected the light exiting the cell in the forward direction
a small pin hole on the focal plane of a converging lens. T
temperature was set by a computer interfaced Instec RT
temperature controller. The temperature stability is of
order of (231023) °C. The experimental runs were pe
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formed by using temperature ramps of about 0.8 °C/h. T
value oft has been derived from the measurements acc
ing to the extinction equation

I T5I 0 exp@2td#, ~2!

whereI 0 and I T are, respectively, the incident and the tran
mitted intensity.

It should be stressed that the validity of Eq.~2! is not
limited to the single-scattering regime. It can be used als
a situation in which multiple scattering is relevant, provid
that the forward scattered intensity is small in comparison
the transmitted intensity. The minimum value of the ra
I T /I 0 which, for our optical setup, is acceptable in order
have a negligible contribution from the scattered intensity
aboutI T /I 051023.

In Fig. 1 we show some curves oft vs temperatureT
measured with samples containing different volume fracti
F of silica particles. It can be easily noted that, upon incre
ing F, there are considerable changes in the shape of
temperature dependence oft. This fact indicates that the
shape oft(T) is a nontrivial feature of the FN, and therefo
it can be used as a probe of the internal structure of
system.

Three different regimes, of low, intermediate, and highF,
can be easily recognized by a first inspection of Fig. 1.

~1! A low F regime~roughly 0.009,F,0.055!, where,
for growing values ofF we obtain growing values oft. In
this regime, upon loweringT, t has a large increase atT
5TNI and an almost saturated behavior for lowerT. Also
notice the presence of a peak atT5TNI . Such a peak is a
nonequilibrium feature of the system, and can be removed
letting the system thermalize for long enough time. Curv
A, B, andC belong to this regime of concentrations.

~2! An intermediateF regime~roughly 0.055,F,0.2!,
where, for growing values ofF, we obtain decreasing value
of t. In this regime, the behavior at the transition rema
discontinuous,t is rather strongly dependent onT in the
whole nematic range, and the peak atT5TNI is absent. In
this regime thet vs T curves are all similar in shape an

FIG. 1. Optical turbidityt measured as a function of the tem
peratureT for different values of the silica volume fractionF. The
alphabetic sequence in the labels of the curvesA–G is for increas-
ing values ofF. CurveA: F50.009; curveB: F50.013; curve
C: F50.026; curveD: F50.052; curveE: F50.083; curve
F: F50.120; curveG: F50.254.
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compare well with theT dependence of the bulkDm2.
CurvesD, E, andF belong to this regime of concentration

~3! A high F regime (F.0.2), where, for growing values
of F, t decreases as in the previous regime, but display
continuous behavior at theNI phase transition. Also notice
the fact that, in this regime, the apparentTNI decreases for
increasingF. The behavior of the FN in this regime contain
all the elements predicted and observed for theNI transition
of LC in random environments@10#. CurveG belongs to this
regime of concentrations.

III. LIGHT SCATTERING FROM A DISTORTED
NEMATIC: BORN APPROXIMATION

In order to interpret the experimental results, we ha
developed a quantitative model for the calculation of t
light-scattering cross section. The turbidity is simply deriv
by performing an integral over all possible directions of t
differential scattering cross section of the medium. As su
t is a property only of the medium, independent from geo
etry and size of the sample.

Our model assumes that the orientation of the nem
director presents spatial fluctuations with a scalar order
rameter which is constant throughout the sample, that is,
scattering medium is a uniaxial material having continuo
but random distortions of the optical axis. This situation
different from the standard problem of light scattering from
bulk LC. Many theoretical treatments have been presen
describing the scattering of light from the isotropic phase
the proximity of theNI transition@11#, or from the nematic
phase@7#. In such cases the main contribution to the sc
tered light comes from the spontaneous fluctuations of
scalar order parameter due to thermal motion. On the c
trary, in the FN the main contribution to scattering com
from the large spatial fluctuations introduced by t
quenched disorder, whereas thermal fluctuations can be
glected in our approach. The available theoretical treatme
which are closer to our experimental situation are those c
cerning the light scattered by anisotropic particles in a
mogeneous medium@12#, in particular those referring to
uniaxial scatterers having sharp boundaries~colloids, LC
droplets, and LC domains! @13#.

In this section and in the following we present calcu
tions of the total scattering cross section performed in
frame of two different approximations: the weak scatteri
approximation, or Born approximation~BA!, and the anoma-
lous diffraction approximation~ADA ! @12#. These approxi-
mations become exact in two different limiting regimes, d
fined in terms of amplitude and spatial extension of t
fluctuations of refractive index. When one deals with scatt
ing from homogeneous particles in a homogeneous medi
the amplitude of the fluctuations of the refractive index
given by the difference between the refractive indices of p
ticle and solvent, while the typical size of the fluctuations
given by the particle radius. In our case, instead, amplitu
and size of the fluctuations are given, respectively, by
birefringenceDm and nematic correlation lengthz. The BA,
also called the Rayleigh-Gans approximation when dea
with scattering from particles, is valid in the regime whe
Dm!1 and z Dm!l. The ADA, instead, is valid when
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57 2999LIGHT-SCATTERING MEASUREMENT OF THE NEMATIC . . .
Dm!1 andz@l. As discussed below, the two regimes ha
a region of overlap.
The common ground for the development of the two mod
is the twofold assumption already introduced in Sec. I:
validity of Eq. ~1! and the fact that the local birefringence
the LC is equal to the bulkDm. This latter assumption is
indeed a very reasonable one since the director distort
are on a length scale much larger than the molecular s
The way we have modeled the system in order to perform
calculations of the total scattering is different in the two a
proximations. While in the BA calculation we use only th
statistical properties of the continuous distortion of the ne
atic director, in the ADA calculation we make a more dras
assumption: we assume that our system is a collection
independent anisotropic scatterers having a birefringe
which decays to zero as one moves away from their cen
We discuss now the BA approximation which essentia
requires that the phase change of the optical field ove
distance comparable with the range of fluctuations is m
smaller than 2p. Within such an approximation, the avera
scattered intensity is simply proportional to the spectral co
ponents of the dielectric tensoreab(r ). This fact makes pos
sible the derivation of the differential scattering cross sect
from the statistical properties of the director.
Let us consider a volumeV illuminated by a monochromatic
beam polarized alongx ~ux is the unit vector alongx!, and
propagating in the directionz. We call I 0 the intensity of the
incident beam,l the wavelength,k052p^m&/l. Let us as-
sume that the scattered intensity is collected at a distancL
from the scattering volume~whereL is much larger than the
size of the scattering volume!, and thatuf is its polarization,
let us make use of the ordinary Euler anglesu andf around
thez axis to describe the scattering direction~see Fig. 2!, and
let us call k0 and k f the wave vectors of the incident an
scattered light. The scattering vectorq5k02k f has ampli-
tudeq52k0 sin(u/2). The intensityI x, f(q) scattered per uni
solid angle with polarizationuf is @14#

I x, f~q!5I 0k0
4Vuex, f~q!u2/~16p2L2^m&4!, ~3!

whereex, f(q)5ux•e= (q)•uf . The optical turbidityt is calcu-
lated as

t5E
0

2p

dfE
0

p

duL2I ~q!sin u/~ I 0V!, ~4!

where I (q)5I x, f 1(q)1I x, f 2(q), uf 1 and uf 2 being two or-
thogonal polarization states.

We divide the calculation in two parts: in the first w
detail the specific assumption used to calculate the spe
componentsuex, f(q)u2, in the second we calculate the optic
turbidity of the system.

A. Calculation of the spectral components
of the dielectric tensor

We start by noting that, because of the assumed isotr
of the nematic correlation function, Eq.~1! can be expresse
in terms of the director components
ls
e
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e.
e
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-
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-
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^na~r !na~r1R!&}exp~2R/3z!, ~5!

where a indicates thex, y, or z direction in a Cartesian
reference frame.

Let us callS the scalar nematic order parameter. Expe
mentally, S can be defined through its proportionality wit
the bulk LC birefringence

Dm~T!5DmsS~T!, ~6!

whereDms is the birefringence one would have in a nema
where all molecules were perfectly aligned along the dir
tor. It is also useful to define the saturated dielectric anis
ropy at optical frequenciesDes5D(ms

2)'2^m&Dms .
The local tensorial order parameterQ

=
can than be written

as @7#

Qab5S~3nanb2dab!/2. ~7!

The dielectric tensor is, in a nematic LC, basically pr
portional toQ @11#,

eab~r !5^e&dab1 2
3 DesQab~r !. ~8!

From Eqs.~7! and ~8! it follows that, to compute the
spectral components of the dielectric tensorueab(q)u2, we
need to know^na(r )nb(r )na(r1R)nb(r1R)&. Therefore
the nematic correlation function in Eq.~5! is not sufficient
and we need to introduce a further assumption onn~r !. It is
interesting to note that a similar problem is found in t
description of the rotational diffusion of a Brownian partic
presenting a symmetry axis. The difference between the
cases is that in the latter the origin of the noise is thermal
the direction of the particle axis is a time-dependent rand
variable, whereas in the case of the FN the noise is static
the nematic director is a space-dependent random varia
By taking advantage of the fact that the solution to the pr
lem of the rotational Brownian motion of a uniaxial partic
is known@14#, we exploit the analogy by transporting in th
spatial domain the solutions which are available in the ti
domain. If we consider a line cutting across the sample,
we call x the position along the line, we assume that t
statistical properties ofn(x) are the same as those of the un
vector describing the orientational Brownian motion of t
particle axis as a function of time. A justification for such a
approach may come from the observation that the correla
function for n~r ! depends only on the modulus of the di
placementR, and is therefore a function of a unidimension
variable. However, in order to put on a firmer basis the lig
scattering treatment, it would be useful to find a more re
istic model which describes the distortions of a thre
dimensional elastic medium when randomly pinned.

Once we substitute inside the solutions for the rotatio
Brownian motion the displacement in space to the time
lay, and the spatial correlation range to the reciprocal of
rotational diffusion constant, the analogy gives the followi
expressions:

^na~r !na~r1R!&5 1
3 exp~2R/3z!, ~9!

^na~r !nb~r !&50 ~aÞb!, ~10!

^na
2~r !na

2~r1R!&5 1
9 1 4

45exp~2R/z!, ~11!
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^na~r !nb~r !na~r1R!nb~r1R!&5 1
15 exp~2R/z!

~aÞb!. ~12!

Note that Eqs. ~9!–~11! incorporate the notion tha
nx

2(r )1ny
2(r )1nz

2(r )51. From Eq.~7! it follows that

^Qaa~r !Qaa~r1R!&5S2 1
5 exp~2R/z!, ~13!

^Qab~r !Qab~r1R!&5S2 3
20 exp~2R/z! ~aÞb!,

~14!

and therefore, from Eq.~8!,

ueaa~q!u25 32
45pS2Des

2z3~11q2z2!22, ~15!

ueab~q!u25 8
15pS2Des

2z3~11q2z2!22 ~aÞb!. ~16!

Equations~13! and ~14!, which express the correlatio
function for the nematic order parameter, justify our form
definition of z as a ‘‘nematic correlation length.’’ Further
more, Eqs.~15! and ~16! show thatz is also the relevan
length for the fluctuation in the optical properties which r
sults from the fluctuation in orientation of the optical axis

B. Calculation of the scattered intensity

Let us call d and h the Euler angles of the scatterin
direction referred to thex axis, as shown in Fig. 2. The
Eulerian angles~u,f! and ~d,h! are connected as follows:

cosd5sin u cosf,
~17!

cosh5sin u sinf~12sin2u cos2f!21/2.

Given a scattering direction, we choose two perpendicu
uf directions as follows:uf 1 lies in the plane defined byux
and k f , while uf 2 is perpendicular to it. Expressed in the
components these two vectors are

uf 1[~uf 1x ,uf 1y ,uf 1z!

5~sin d,2cosd cosh,2cosd sinh!,
~18!

uf 2[~uf 2x ,uf 2y ,uf 2z!5~0,sinh,2cosh!.

From Eq.~3! we then have

I x, f 1~q!5I 0k0
4Vuexx~q!uf 1x1exy~q!uf 1y

1exz~q!uf 1zu2/~16p2L2^m&4!, ~19!

FIG. 2. Geometrical definitions of quantities used in the B
model.k0 andk f are the wave vectors of the incident and scatte
light. ux and uf are the polarizations of the incident and scatte
light. u,f andd,h are Eulerian angles defining the orientation ofk f .
r

-

r

I x, f 2~q!5I 0k0
4Vuexy~q!uf 2y1exz~q!uf 2zu2/~16p2R2^m&4!.

~20!

The quantitieseab(q) are in general complex. Equation~20!
yields the whole speckled structure of the scattered light. T
phases are specific to the particular system realization.
assuming ensemble averaging, Eqs.~19! and ~20! greatly
simplify. The ensemble average is realized when the c
lected area is larger than a coherence area. In a geom
suitable forI (q) measurements, where the incident beam
not focused, or even is deliberately enlarged, such a spe
average is always performed. In particular, this is obviou
true when the optical turbidity is measured. After ensem
averaging, and making use of the isotropy assumption,
obtain

uex, f 1~q!u25uexx~q!u2 sin2d1uexy~q!u2 cos2d, ~21!

ugx, f 2~q!u25uexy~q!u2. ~22!

Finally, from Eqs.~15! and ~16! we obtain

I ~q!5I x, f 1~q!1I x, f 2~q!5
2I 0k0

4Dm2Vz3

45pL2^m&2

72sin2u cos2f

~11q2z2!2 .

~23!

FIG. 3. Calculated values of the turbidityt as a function of the
nematic correlation lengthz according to the BA and ADA models
at two different temperatures, plotted in a log-log scale~a! and in a
log-lin scale~b!. Continuous line: BA model withT520 °C. Long
dashed line: ADA model withT520 °C. Dotted line: BA model
with T528 °C. Short dashed line: ADA model withT528 °C.
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It can be interesting to note that it is also possible
extract from Eqs.~15! and ~16! the ratio between the polar
ized@ I VV(q)# and depolarized@ I VH(q)# scattering intensities
whenk f lies in theyz plane,
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I VV~q!/I VH~q!54/3. ~24!

From Eqs.~4! and~23!, after some calculations we obtai
t5
Dm2

90̂ m&2

@~114k0
2z2128k0

4z4!4k0
2z22~116k0

2z218k0
4z4!ln~114k0

2z2!#

k0
2z3~114k0

2z2!
. ~25!
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Equation ~25! expresses the optical turbidity calculate
for a FN in the BA within our model. It provides a relation
ship between the measuredt and the nematic correlatio
lengthz. In Fig. 3 we showt~z! as calculated from Eq.~25!
at two different temperatures by using fork0 , Dm, and^m&
the values appropriate to our experiment. Note the existe
of two regimes. In the limit of largez, Eq. ~25! transforms
into

t5
14k0

2zDm2

45̂ m&2 , zk0@1. ~26!

while, in the limit of short nematic correlation lengths

t5
32k0

4z3Dm2

27̂ m&2 , zk0!1. ~27!

According to Eq.~26!, for large z, t can be arbitrarily
large. This is evidently an artifact of the BA, which, forz
larger thanl/Dm, is definitely inapplicable. The behavior o
Eq. ~26! would in fact lead to the conclusion that the bulk L
is infinitely turbid.

IV. LIGHT SCATTERING FROM A DISTORTED
NEMATIC: ANOMALOUS DIFFRACTION

APPROXIMATION

In this section we develop a model for the regime of lar
correlation lengths by using the anomalous diffraction
proach. According to the ADA, the incident light trave
across the sample maintaining its intensity profile, but los
its spatial coherence: the optical inhomogeneities within
system act as thin phase modulators. The phase modul
is expressed by assuming that the incident light propag
through the scattering medium as an ensemble of stra
rays. Each ray then exits the sample with a phase given
the optical path experienced within the sample. In this w
the scattering object does not introduce, in the near field,
variation in the intensity or in the direction of propagatio
The perturbed wave front of the radiation at the exit of t
sample gives rise, in the far field, to scattering~ordinary
diffraction!.

Our ADA model differs from the BA model of the pre
ceding section in two respects. First, as anticipated in
preceding section, it describes the system as a collectio
independent and randomly oriented uniaxial scatterers.
structure of the scatterers is chosen in such a way that
model is consistent with the statistical properties of the c
tinuous distorted nematic texture assumed in the BA mo
ce

e
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g
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e
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Second, we calculate the total scattered intensity in our A
model through the optical theorem@12# rather than explicitly
calculating the integral in Eq.~4!. This constitutes a grea
simplification in the calculations, which cannot be used
the BA, since in the BA the energy of the optical radiation
not conserved through the scattering process.

In order to specify the properties of the scatterers, let
take a generic pointr0 within the sample and calln0 the
nematic director in that point. Upon moving away fromr0 ,
the director increasingly loses memory of the original orie
tation in r0 . Let us now consider all the locations inside th
sample where the nematic director points alongn0 and call
them $r i%. Let us also consider all the orientations of th
director in the positions$Ri%5$r i1R%, whereR is an arbi-
trary shift. We define an average ‘‘optical profile’’Qab(R)
as follows:

Qab~R!5
1

N (
i

N

Qab~Ri !

5E Qab„n~Ri !…P„n~Ri !un~r i !…dn~Ri !

5Qab~r i !expS 2
R

z D , ~28!

where N is the total number of locationsr i and
P„n(r1)un(r2)… is the conditional probability of a certain ori
entation ofn in r1 given its orientation inr2 . The integration
in dn(Ri) indicates the integration on all possible orient
tions of the director at the positionRi . In Eq. ~28! we have
made use again of the analogy between the space de
dence of the random orientation of the nematic director a
time dependence of the axis of a Brownian rotator, as
scribed in the preceding section. Since the conditional pr
ability of the orientation of a Brownian rotator at two diffe
ent times is explicitly known@14#, the analogy leads to the
last equality of Eq.~28!.

From Eqs.~28! and ~8! we obtain

eab~r i1R!5^e&dab1~2/3!DesQab~r i !expS 2
R

z D .

~29!

Equation~29! describes a uniaxial correlation volume, cohe
ently aligned alongn0 . Its optical anisotropy is equal to tha
of bulk LC in the center, and exponentially vanishes as o
moves away from its center. The surrounding medium
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taken to be isotropic with refractive index^m&. The ordinary
refractive indexmo experienced by an incident ray crossin
the medium, as a function of the distanceR from the center
of the scatterer, is

mo5^m&2
1

3
Dm expS 2

R

z D . ~30!

Analogously, when the polarization of the incident light
parallel ton0 , the extraordinary refractive indexme is

me5^m&1
2

3
Dm expS 2

R

z D , ~31!

whereas, otherwise, for an incident ray not perpendicula
n0 , we have

me~g!5Fcos2g

mo
2 1

sin2g

me
2 G21/2

, ~32!

whereg is defined in Fig. 4 as the angle betweenn andk0 .
Since the scatterers are ‘‘index matched,’’ i.e., the refr

tive index away from the center of the scatterers is equa
the average refractive index in the scatterer, the amplitud
the scattered field depends only on the orientation of
optical axis. Considering that the orientation is random
distances larger thanz, the total scattering of a system o
uniaxial scatterers optically matched with the solvent is
incoherent summation of the scattering of each single s
terer@13~d!#. As a consequence, the turbidity of a FN with
this approximation is simply related to the total cross sect
s0 of a single exponential scatterer, averaged over all p
sible orientations of its optical axis

t5C
^s0&
z3 , ~33!

whereC/z3 is the number density of scatterers. At this sta
C cannot be better defined. We calla the angle between th
polarization of the incident light and its projection in th
scattering plane~see Fig. 4!. The averaged total cross sectio
is

^s0&5
1

4p E
0

p

sing dgE
0

2p

da s0 . ~34!

The total cross section can be calculated from the scatte
amplitude in the forward direction. Because of the conser
tion of the total incident energy, in fact, the light scattered
the forward direction interferes with the transmitted beam

FIG. 4. Geometrical definitions of the anglesa and g, used in
the ADA model.n lies in the plane shown in the figure.a defines
the orientation of the incident polarization with respect to suc
plane.g is the angle betweenn andk0 .
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as to decrease the intensity of the transmitted beam o
amount equal to the total scattered intensity. This is the b
content of the optical theorem@12#, which is expressed in the
equation

s05
4p

k2 Re@e•S~0!= •e#, ~35!

where e is a unit vector parallel to the polarization of th
incident light,

e5
E

uEu
5Fcosa

sin a G ~36!

and S(0) is the scattering matrix as defined by the clas
treatment of van de Hulst@12#.

We calculate now the scattered field by using a proced
similar to that adopted by Zumer for the case of LC dropl
in a homogeneous matrix@13~b!#. We describe the inciden
light beam as an ensemble of parallel rays crossing
sample at a distancer 9 from the center of the scatterin
object, as shown in Fig. 5. Defined in this way,r 9 is a vector
perpendicular tok0 . After having crossed the sample th
field has a phase depending onr 9. We express the diffraction
contribution in the forward direction as

S~0!= 5k2E
0

`

@12P~0!= #r 9dr9, ~37!

where the matrixP(0) is given by

P~0!= 5Fexp@ iDe~g!# 0

0 exp~ iDo!
G ~38!

and Do and De are the phase shifts of an ordinary and
extraordinary ray with respect to a ray propagating in
absence of scatterer.Do andDe are given by

Do5
k

^m& E2p/2

p/2

~mo2^m&!
r 9

cos2b
db, ~39!

a

FIG. 5. Geometrical definitions of the quantitiesb, r 9, andR,
used in the ADA model. The thick line represents a light ray pa
ing at a distancer 9 from the center of the scatterer.R indicates the
distance from the center of the scatterer of a generic point on
ray.
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De~g!5
k

^m& E2p/2

p/2

@me~g!2^m&#
r 9

cos2b
db, ~40!

whereb is defined in Fig. 5.
To perform the integrals in Eq.~40!, we expandme(g) in

powers ofDm and retain the first term only,

me~g!'^m&1S 2

3
2cos2g DexpS 2

R

z DDm. ~41!

We then obtain for the phase shifts

Do52
A

3
zb~x!, ~42!

De~g!5~ 3
2 2cos2g!Azb~x!, ~43!

where

x5
r 9

z
, ~44!

A5
2k

^m&
Dm, ~45!

b~x!5xK21~x!, ~46!

whereK1(x) is the modified Bessel function of the seco
kind. By calculating the real part ofP(0) and integrating
with respect tox, a, andg, we obtain

t5
2pC

z
H~Az!, ~47!

where the functionH(y) is defined by

H~y!5E
0

`F22S p

2yb~x! D
1/2

G@yb~x!#2cosS y

3
b~x! D Gx dx

~48!

and

G~z!5cosS 2z

3 DCFS 2z

p D 1/2

1sinS 2z

3 DSFS 2z

p D 1/2

, ~49!

where the functionsSF(x) and CF(x) are the Fresnel-sine
and Fresnel-cosine functions. The functionH(y) in Eq. ~48!
cannot be calculated analytically, but can be easily compu
numerically. Note that all the experimental parameters
contained in the quantityA. Indeed, as shown in Eqs.~44!
and ~47!, the quantitiestz and t/Dm as calculated in our
ADA model are functions of the nematic correlation leng
and of the LC birefringence only through the productzDm.
In Fig. 6 we plottz andt/Dm as functions ofzDm assum-
ing l5633 nm,^m&5^m6CB&51.58, andC50.029.

The ADA model contains the unspecified constantC. We
have determinedC by exploiting the fact that the ADA and
BA models have an overlapping range of validity, so that
can deriveC by imposing that thet~z! calculated in the ADA
regime overlaps thet~z! calculated in the BA regime in an
appropriate range ofz. This is shown in Fig. 3 where we plo
d
re

e

t~z! for two different temperatures, corresponding to two d
ferent local birefringences. Since the range in which the t
models have overlappingt~z! is quite narrow, we have de
termined the scaling constant by aligning the asymptotic
havior for low z of the t~z! calculated in the ADA model,
with the highz asymptotic behavior obtained in the BA. I
both asymptotic limits, in fact,t(z)}z. We obtain C
'0.029. As a result, Fig. 3 defines a composite model on
whole z axis, which coincides with the BA model forz
,0.2mm, and with the ADA model forz.0.2mm, z
'0.2mm being the value at which the two models coincid
Such a composite model has no free parameters. The s
general features of Fig. 3, i.e., the two regimest(z)}z3 and
the t(z)}z obtained in the BA, and the two regimest(z)
}z and thet(z)}z2x with 0,x,1 regimes for the ADA
scattering, together with the existence of an overlapping
gion, are also found in the much better known problem
light scattering from homogeneous particles in a homo
neous medium@12#.

In Fig. 7 we show the theoretical dependence oft on T
calculated from the ADA model for differentz. Here, again,
we have used the values ofDm(T) and ^m& of bulk 6CB.
Notice the striking similarity with Fig. 1. Indeed, we ca
distinguish a ‘‘smallz’’ regime (z,1 mm), wheret grows
with z and is proportional toDm2(T), and a ‘‘largez’’ re-
gime ~z .1 mm!, where the discontinuity oft at T5TNI is
more pronounced and thet vs T dependence in the nemat
phase is weaker.

V. THE NEMATIC CORRELATION LENGTH
OF THE FILLED NEMATIC

In this section we analyze the experimental data by us
the models developed in the previous two sections. Acco

FIG. 6. Calculated values oftz ~a! and t/Dm ~b! plotted as a
function of the productzDm according to the ADA model.
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3004 57TOMMASO BELLINI et al.
ing to Figs. 3 and 7, the theoreticalt~z! has a maximum. If
we consider, for instance,T520 °C, we find that the maxi-
mum value oft(T520 °C) calculated from the model ist
50.33mm21. It is interesting to note that the maximum tu
bidity which we have experimentally measured atT
520 °C ist50.34mm21 ~for the sample havingf50.052!.
The agreement between experiment and models is rem
able.

In Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!, we show examples of the compar

FIG. 7. Calculated values of the turbidityt plotted as a function
of the temperatureT, for different values of the nematic correlatio
lengthsz. The numbers labeling the curves indicate the value oz
used to calculatet(T).

FIG. 8. Measured turbidity~dotted lines! and calculated turbid-
ity ~continuous lines! plotted as a function of the temperatureT. In
this figure we use the same labels as in Fig. 1.~a! Curve B: F
50.013, z510.460.7mm; curve C: F50.026, z52.41
60.09mm. ~b! Curve E: F50.083, z50.4260.02mm; curve
F: F50.120,z50.2260.01mm.
rk-

son between thet(T) curves shown in Fig. 1 and the theo
reticalt(T) curves which fit the experimental results usingz
as the free parameter. We see that the models can repro
reasonably well the shape of the experimental curves
should be noted that, sincet~z! has a maximum, the match
ing in the T dependence is necessary to uniquely extracz
from the data. In fact, the absolute value oft at a givenT
would not be sufficient to discriminate between the right a
left arms oft~z! with respect to the maximum. We remar
that the fitting curves in Fig. 8, which describe satisfactor
the measuredt(T) over the whole temperature range 20
28.8 °C, have been obtained by assuming one value only
the nematic correlation lengthz. Upon decreasing the tem
perature from the isotropic phase, there is certainly a sm
temperature interval where the nematic correlation len
grows continuously from zero, corresponding to bulkli
paranematic fluctuations. The correlation length for su
fluctuations, however, does not grow to any value com
rable to the value ofz measured in the FN: in the bulk, whe
T5TNI , the nematic correlation length in the isotropic pha
is of the order of 100–200 Å. Quite likely, what happens
our system upon decreasing the temperature from the iso
pic phase is that the nematic correlation length grows c
tinuously as in the bulk pretransitional phenomena, th
jumps to a much larger value determined by the quenc
disorder. Upon further reduction of the temperature, the lo
orientational order and the elastic constants grow. The
that there is no consequent growth of the nematic correla
length indicates that the coupling strength of the LC with t
silica branches is strong. All these considerations ceas
apply whenF becomes so large that the discontinuity in t
LC properties disappears (F>0.15).

The discontinuous jump in the value ofz at T5TNI is also
at the origin of the nonequilibrium peak observed in samp
having low concentration of silica. In fact, when the F
sample is cooled down throughT5TNI , the nematic order
nucleates homogeneously in the sample, giving rise to a
tern of small nematic regions which then coalesce in lar
domains until they reach the value ofz imposed by the arti-
ficial disorder. Such a process is indeed the same as in
nematic LC, the difference being in the finite equilibriu
value ofz and also in the time scale of this dynamic evol
tion, much slower than the one of bulk LC. What we obse
in our experiment is thereforet„z(t)…, z(t) being the time-
dependent instantaneous value of the nematic correla
length. We conclude that the transient peak of the turbidity
T5TNI in the low F samples is a consequence of the ex
tence of a maximum int~z!. This is also confirmed by the
fact that samples havingz smaller than that corresponding t
the maximumt do not show any peak at theNI transition.

The values ofz obtained from the fit are shown in Fig.
as a function ofF. We find thatz decreases asF grows. By
fitting that, in the experiment reported here, we have
tained a dependence ofz on F which could be described by
a power lawz}F2Y with exponentY51.660.2. The spread
shown in the experimental data comes probably from t
facts:~i! we tested different methods to prepare the samp
~ii ! we discovered that there are aging processes by w
the system, over a period of some weeks, tends to ph
separate in particle rich and LC rich phases.

It is interesting to compare the dependence ofz on F with
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theF dependence of the mean size of the empty cavities^p&
in a colloidal gel on the concentration of the colloids. Let
assume that the colloidal aggregate has a fractal dimen
df . We identify ^p& with the fractal correlation length, i.e
with the length which is obtained from the structure factor
the aggregate as the reciprocal of the wave vector at w
the q2df behavior rolls off whenq approaches zero. It is
easily found that̂ p&}F21/(32df ). We can imagine two pos
sible scenarios. The first scenario assumes that the aggr
of silica particles in the LC resembles a colloidal aggreg
in aqueous solution withdf'2. This would lead toz
}^p&1.6. This is an intriguing result, especially because
closely resembles the behavior of the smectic correla
length jS obtained by studying via x-ray spectroscopy t
phase behavior of a liquid crystal incorporated in silica ae
gels of different densities@15#. In that context it was found
that jS}^p&1.56, where ^p&, the average pore size of th
aerogel, was derived from the structure factor of the sil
aerogel. This scaling behavior of the range of two differe
LC ordered phases as a function of the concentration of
quenched disorder does not have any explanation yet.
second scenario assumes thatz must be proportional to the
fractal correlation length: this would implydf52.4, indicat-
ing that the fractal structure of the aggregate is more com
than one would expect from the standard aggregation m
els.
In principle,Y can be theoretically obtained from the class
Imry-Ma approach@5# to the problem of the stability of the
long range order to the presence of quenched disorder@16#.
The Imry-Ma argument is an approximate criterion whi
focuses on the ordered phase of spin models and enable
to extract the size of ordered domains when an uncorrel
quenched disorder is acting on the spins. A naive a
straightforward application of such a criterion would lea
however, to the resultY51. The main difference betwee
the Imry-Ma model and our system is that the random fi
in the Imry-Ma model is uncorrelated, while in our expe
mental sample the quenched disorder is spatially correl
since it acts on the molecules in contact with the silica s
face. By assuming that the random field is spatially cor
lated as a fractal network, the exponentY becomes a func-
tion of the fractal dimension. Another possible differen

FIG. 9. Nematic correlation lengthz obtained by fitting the mea
sured t(F,T) with the theoreticalt(z,T), as a function of the
volume fractionF of the silica particles. The labelsA–G refer to
the curves of Fig. 1. The line indicates the power lawz}F21.6.
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between the experimental situation and the Imry-Ma mo
is that the surface alignment of the molecules on the si
particles could be correlated to the local direction of t
necklace of silica particles which form the colloidal gel. I
deed, recent works show that the interaction between
ticles dispersed in a liquid crystal heavily depends on
surface alignment@17#. Although the aggregation has bee
produced in the isotropic phase, given the fact that 6CB m
ecules generally prefer planar alignment when in cont
with silica surfaces, one can speculate that partial reorie
tion of the Aerosil particles leads to a situation where t
nematic director is preferentially oriented in the direction
the silica necklaces. In this case the exponentY resulting
from an Imry-Ma-like argument is further modified. A
these possibilities still need to be theoretically explored.
This brief discussion shows that the measurement ofz~F!
may represent an important test of the current understan
of the order-disorder phase transitions in the presence of
dom disorder.
Finally, it is worth noting that Eq.~47! is relevant for the
technology of the FN. Equation~47!, in fact, enables us to
evaluate the maximum possible optical turbidity attainable
a FN. According to Eq.~47!, the ratiot/Dm is a function of
the productjDm only. As shown in Fig. 6~b!, t/Dm has a
maximum (t/Dm)max52.15mm21, obtained whenjDm
50.15mm. As an example, we take red light illuminatio
and ^m&'1.5. Therefore, by using a commercial LC op
mized for nematic LC displays, having a birefringence whi
could be as large as 0.25, one could obtain a turbidity
tmax50.54mm21, that is, on average, a scattering event e
ery 2.9 wavelengths. Such a turbidity is indeed quite hi
given that the shortest photon mean free path obtained in
photon localization experiments by using TiO2 powders is
about one wavelength@18#.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied a nematic liquid crystal in which w
have dispersed silica particles of nanometric size in differ
concentrations, ranging from 0.9% to 25% of the total v
ume. The result is a disordered nematic phase, where
orientation of the nematic director, and hence of the opti
axis, is continuously distorted as a function of the position
the system. This composite LC-Aerosil system is high
opaque in the nematic phase, while it is almost transpa
when the LC is in the isotropic phase. Since the large s
tering of light in the nematic phase is due to the distortion
the optical axis of the nematic, measuring the turbidity is
way to evaluate the nematic distortions. In this paper
have shown that such an evaluation can be performed
quantitative fashion.

We have measured the optical turbidity as a function
the temperature in samples containing different volume fr
tions of silica particles. We find that the temperature dep
dence oft drastically changes in a nonmonotonic fashi
when F is changed. At fixedT, t~F! has a maximum at
aboutF50.055. Moreover, whenF,0.055,t has a large
jump at T5TNI and an almost constant value for lowerT.
On the contrary, whenF.0.055, atT5TNIt is almost con-
tinuous but it strongly depends onT. In this highF regime,
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the t vs T curves are all similar in shape and compare w
with the T dependence of the bulk value ofDm2.

In order to interpret these observations, we have de
oped a theoretical model for the scattering of light from
distorted uniaxial material. The model has been develope
two different approximations: the weak scattering appro
mation, valid in the regime whereDm!1 andzDm!l, and
the anomalous diffraction approximation, valid instead wh
Dm!1 andz@l. The two regimes together cover the who
z axis. The common ground for the development of the t
models is represented by two main assumptions:~i! the local
birefringence of the LC is equal to the bulkDm, ~ii ! the
fourth-order correlation functions for the orientation of t
nematic director can be expressed in terms of second-o
correlations. While these assumptions are sufficient to
velop the BA model, in the ADA calculation we had to ma
a more drastic simplification: we have assumed that our
tem is a collection of independent anisotropic scatterers w
continuous optical profile. By matching the two models
the common range of validity, we have obtained a compo
model which permits us to calculatet(z,T) over the wholez
axis, with no free parameters. By fitting the experimen
t(F,T) with the theoreticalt(z,T), we could extractz as a
function of F. The quality of the fit is quantitatively very
good, indicating that our model successfully captures
ni
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physics beyond the observed optical properties of our co
posite system.

The obtained dependence ofz on F can be described by a
power law z}F2Y with exponentY'1.60. By assuming
that the aggregates of silica particles in the LC are frac
with dimension 2, our experimental results implyz}^p&1.6,
where^p& is the mean size of the pores within the aggrega
This result is analogous to the one obtained by studying
ordered smectics. By following a different path,Y could be
theoretically obtained from the classic Imry-Ma approach
the problem of the stability of the long range order in t
presence of quenched disorder. A naive and straightforw
application of such a criterion would lead toY51. This fact
indicates that either the quenched disorder present in
system cannot be modeled as uncorrelated, or that the
proximations beyond the Imry-Ma approach are too stro
We conclude that the measure ofz~F! is an important ex-
perimental test of the current understanding of the ord
disorder phase transitions in the presence of random di
der.
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